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February 27, 2002
Jim Mudd, Principal Planner
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P.O. Box 398
Fort Myers, Florida 33902-0398
RE: GREATER PINE ISLAND COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE
– RESPONSE TO REVIEWER’S COMMENTS –
Dear Mr. Mudd:
Thank you for forwarding the comments you have received on the Greater Pine Island Community
Plan. I would like to offer the following responses to these comments:
Lee County Utilities (Ivan Velez, 11/8/01):
Mr. Velez notes that the implementation of Policy 14.1.7 on page 37 is beyond their current
staffing levels, and suggests the Health Department as a more likely implementing agency. We
would not object to that assignment of responsibility.
Division of Natural Resources (Roland Ottolini, 11/28/01):
Mr. Ottolini notes the absence of funding for implementing Policy 14.1.7 and also suggests the
Health Department as “better suited” for this assignment. In previous discussions with the Health
Department on this matter, their officials noted the availability of grants to pay for this type of
investigation. Apparently the Health Department had previously been awarded such a grant but
was unable to use it because of a lack of cooperation by property owners in their target area.
There are many many hundreds of canalfront lots on Pine Island, so the chance of finding
cooperation from at least some property owners on Pine Island is very high.
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Health Department (Dr. Judith Hartner, 2/4/02):
Protecting Aquatic Preserves from Runoff, page 34:
We appreciate the positive comments about the 50-foot vegetated buffer.
Because the stormwater collection system in Greater Pine Island is so rudimentary (where it exists
at all), we concur that retrofit measures may be warranted, and would be especially useful along
the waterfront where stormwater runs almost directly into canals and the estuary.
Septic Tanks Along Canals, page 36:
We feel confident that new and replacement septic tanks are being required to meet the best
standards ever, and that observed problems are likely to result from poor maintenance and the
other causes cited in these comments. Thus this plan does not advocate central sewer systems as
necessarily the solution to septic tank problems, but instead suggests a moderate approach based
on technical analyses prior to considering corrective measures.
As noted in these comments, it is difficult to identify the source of enteric bacterial contaminates
in marine waters; that is the reason this plan suggests the use of dyes or viral tracers which can
quickly establish whether a group of older septic tanks are functioning properly. We agree that
merely noting the presence of fecal coliform in our canals does little to identify the source or
point to remedies.
Since this plan was prepared, the Greater Pine Island Civic Association has hosted a community
presentation from the Health Department on septic tank maintenance, and is jointly working on a
pilot survey of the age of septic tanks in older canalfront neighborhoods in Bokeelia and St. James
City. We hope this survey will help the Health Department (or whichever other county agencies
may be involved) to meet the new Policy 14.1.7 to “design a program within one year to assess
the condition of septic tank drainfields along saltwater canals in St. James City, Bokeelia, and
Flamingo Bay.” This is a modest goal, since the program only needs to be designed within one
year, but we hope this program will become the foundation for addressing this difficult problem.
We believe that potential resistance by property owners will be minimized by having this
investigation result from a community proposal, rather than being an initiative of a utility
provider which would inevitably be perceived as having a vested interest in one outcome.
Division of Public Safety (John Wilson, 11/13/01):
This comprehensive plan update was completed prior to the release of the 2001 Southwest
Regional Hurricane Evacuation Study, although its primary author Dan Trescott generously
provided the technical analysis upon which this plan is based. Apparently the final version of the
Evacuation Study calculates evacuation times in a slightly different way. However, we do not
know at this time whether these changes in methodology will cause local and regional policy
standards to be revised in the same direction; if that comes to pass, it is possible that some
statements on page 5 may no longer be accurate. However, it is clear that the current evacuation
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capabilities are dismal and are steadily worsening, and as noted in Mr. Wilson’s comments, the
year 2000 methods that were used in this comprehensive plan update are not incorrect and are
suitable for the purposes of defining and maintaining public policy.
Department of Transportation (David Loveland, 11/26/01):
Policy 14.2.3, page 6:
Mr. Loveland suggests that the language in the current Lee Plan regarding a continuous third lane
through Matlacha need not be retained, given the analysis in this plan update and the opposition
of the Matlacha Civic Association to adding a third lane through Matlacha. We would have no
objection to deleting this language from the current Lee Plan, which would result in Policy 14.2.3
reading as follows (the new deletion is indicated here with shadowed text):
POLICY 14.2.3: In addition to the enforcing the restrictions in the Policy 14.2.2, the county shall
take whatever additional actions are feasible to increase the capacity of Pine Island Road. The
following measures shall be evaluated:
– The construction of left-turn lanes at intersections with local roads in Matlacha, or a continuous
third lane
lane.
– Improvements to Burnt Store Road and Pine Island Road to the east of Burnt Store that will
prevent premature closure of those roads during an evacuation, closures which now limit the
number of Greater Pine Island and Cape Coral residents able to evacuate.

Development Limitation Standard, pages 7–10:
DOT staff feels that the legal defensability of the 810/910 standards would be stronger if a more
sophisticated technical analysis were undertaken. We agree, and had intended to do so ourselves,
but were daunted to find out that much of the input data that is required to use the most up-todate method correctly is simply not available. We chose not to use that method in the absence of
essential input data that accurately describes Matlacha conditions, such as free flow speed, peakhour characteristics of traffic flow, and adjusted saturated flow rates.
We would be pleased if Lee County were to undertake this analysis at its most sophisticated level;
it was simply beyond the budget of the community planning process and not essential for
supporting a policy that has already been in force for a dozen years.
These comments suggest that Policy 14.2.2 would be clearer if the origin of the 810 and 910
figures were described (as 80% and 90% of the LOS “D” capacity as calculated using the 1965
Highway Capacity Manual). When Lee County first adopted this policy in 1989, it proposed
exactly this approach, providing the formula for the computation rather than the result. However,
DCA formally objected, insisting that the results of the computations, rather than the formula, be
placed in the policy, to avoid confusion that might be caused in the future by changes in
methodology. This policy was thus amended as a result of the 1989 settlement agreement.
(Neither the amendment nor the original policy were well-documented until the preparation of
this plan update.)
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We would have no objection if the two methods were merged at this time, which would result in
the following language (new changes are indicated here with shadowed text):
POLICY 14.2.2: In order to recognize and give priority to the property rights previously granted by
Lee County for about 6,675 6,800 additional dwelling units, the county shall keep in force effective
consider for adoption development regulations which address growth on Pine Island and which
implement measures to gradually limit future development approvals. The effect of These
regulations shall would be to appropriately reduce certain types of approvals at established
thresholds prior to the capacity of Pine Island Road adopted level-of-service standard being
reached, measured as follows at the permanent count station on Little Pine Island at the western
edge of Matlacha:
- When traffic on Pine Island Road between Burnt Store Road and Stringfellow Boulevard
reaches 810 peak hour, annual average two-way trips, the regulations shall provide restrictions
on further rezonings which would increase traffic on Pine Island Road. through Matlacha. These
regulations shall provide reasonable exceptions for minor rezonings on infill properties
surrounded by development at similar intensities and those with inconsequential or positive
effects on peak traffic flows through Matlacha, and may give preference to rezonings for small
enterprises that promote the nature and heritage of Greater Pine Island.
- When traffic on Pine Island Road between Burnt Store Road and Stringfellow Boulevard
reaches 910 peak hour, annual average two-way trips, the regulations shall provide restrictions
on the further issuance of residential development orders to one-third the maximum density
otherwise allowed on that property. (pursuant to the Development Standards Ordinance), or
other measures to maintain the adopted level of service, until improvements can be made in
accordance with this plan.
The 810 and 910 thresholds were based on 80% and 90% of level-of-service “D” capacity
calculated using the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual, as documented in the 2001 Greater Pine
Island Community Plan Update.
These development regulations may provide exceptions for legitimate ongoing developments to
protect previously approved densities for final phases that have a Chapter 177 plat or site-plan
approval under Ordinance 86-36.

Bike Paths, pages 22–23:
Mr. Loveland’s comments take issue with the second and third sentences of proposed Policy
14.2.4, which this plan update proposes as follows:
POLICY 14.2.4: The county shall make every effort to continue extending the bicycle path to run
the entire length of Stringfellow Road. Wherever possible, this path should be designed as a major
public amenity, not as an afterthought. Where needed to provide a high-quality bicycle path, power
poles and swales should be relocated to avoid unnecessary jogs in the bike path.

It is apparent from Mr. Loveland’s comments that this wording did not properly convey our
intentions as to what constitutes a “high quality” bicycle path. Lee DOT’s improved design for the
most recent segment of the Stringfellow path demonstrates the very characteristics that are
encouraged by this plan update – fewer jogs, minimal use of unsightly concrete walls and metal
railings, and placing the path over an enclosed drainage system where there isn’t enough right-ofway to keep them side by side. Revised wording is suggested below, with changes indicated with
shadowed text):
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POLICY 14.2.4: The county shall make every effort to continue extending the bicycle path to run
the entire length of Stringfellow Road. Wherever possible, this path should be designed as a major
public amenity similar to the high-quality design used for the bicycle path north of Pineland that
was completed in 2001. , not as an afterthought. Where needed to provide a high-quality bicycle
path, power poles and swales should be relocated to avoid unnecessary jogs in the bike path.

Please contact me if you have any other questions or concerns on these proposed Lee Plan
amendments.
Sincerely,

William M. Spikowski, AICP
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